Company Philosophy
From our point of view, there are three types of photographs:
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1) “Snapshots”: Designed to remind the viewer of a
moment they experienced and to bring back the feeling of that
moment.
2) “Emotion shots”: The purpose of these is to elicit an
emotional response from the viewer even if the viewer did not
experience the moment when it occurred.
3) “Art shots”: These are usually for pure beauty.
Landscapes often fall into this category.
Certainly, it is possible to combine two or even all three of
these categories into a single shot. For example, a wedding
kiss will remind those who witnessed it of the moment, show
the emotion of love to those who didn’t, and, if done properly,
be beautiful and artistic as well.
Our company philosophy is built into our name, “Stories in
Pictures Photography.” We seek to combine the types of
shots listed above into a story told in photographs. This
means, someone who did not attend the event should be able
to understand the event, from start to finish, just by seeing the
pictures. They should feel as though they were there, to some
extent. They should feel some of the emotion the attendees
felt. They should see the beauty of the event.
This is no easy task. The average person taking snapshots of
an event will tend to produce an album of disconnected
images that are not too useful to those who did not attend.
This is why seeing an album from a friend’s vacation is often
not very interesting. It’s like seeing a movie by seeing 50 onesecond clips taken from random places throughout the show.
There may be nice images, but the story is lost.
So how do you tell a “Story in Pictures?” In a word,
“planning.” It’s important to understand the event before it
happens, to find the crucial times in the event, and to have a
plan to capture them. This usually means discussing the event
with those who are planning it, visiting the locations, and
learning what is needed to tell the story that is to take place.
Of course, it may also take good equipment and technical skill.
But a camera does not make a photographer, just as a violin
does not make a musician.
Meet with us, and we’ll come up with a customized plan just
for your event!

À La Carte
Price List
Labor – includes web proofs
First hour at each location
Each additional hour

$150
$75

12” event albums
15 pg. - $400 30 pg. - $600

45 pg. - $750

7” gift albums
12 pg. - $200 24 pg. - $300

36 pg. - $350

Custom sized and processed prints

Prices: 1st print of an image, 2nd, 3rd and up
4x6 - $3,$2,$1
5x7 - $6,$4,$2
8x10/8x12 - $10,$6,$4 11x14 - $15,$10,$5
16x20 - $40,$30,$20
20x30 - $60,$40,$30

Other sizes are available.

Processed full-size digital images
First five images
Images six and beyond

$20 each image
$15 each image

CD or DVD based slide shows –
Beautiful slide shows custom
synchronized to music of your choice
Slide show creation and 1 copy
Additional copies (CD or DVD)

$300
$25

Proof albums – An album full of
beautiful 4x6 prints
100 print 4x6 color album
200 print 4x6 color album

$150
$200

Other services and products available.
All packages can be customized.
Contact us for pricing and information.

Portrait and Event
Price List

Wedding
Price List

Bar/Bat Mitzvah
Price List

Portrait Sessions
Pre or Post Ceremony or
Separate from packages

Bridal Packages

Ceremony Packages

Special portrait session

$150

Up to 1 hour on-location
Web proofs
First $20 of prints or digital images free!

Premium portrait session

$275

Up to 2 hours on-location
Up to 2 locations
Web proofs
First $50 of prints or digital images free!

Event Packages
The gathering

$375

Up to 2 hours on location
$75 each additional hour
7” 12 page album

The celebration

$600

Up to 4 hours on location
$75 each additional hour
7” 30 page album

All event, wedding and bar/bat mitzvah
packages include web proofs and a final
web site available for 3 months.

Crystal package

$850

Bronze package

$425

4 hours coverage, 2 locations
$75 each additional hour
12” 15 page bridal album
First $50 of prints or digital images free!

2 hours coverage, 1 location
$75 each additional hour
7” 12 page album
First $50 of prints or digital images free!

Silver package

$1,350

Silver package

Gold package

$2,025

6 hours coverage, 2 locations
$75 each additional hour
12” 30 page bridal album
Special engagement portrait session
First $50 of prints or digital images free!
Unlimited coverage on wedding day
Up to 2 locations
12” 30 page bridal album
(2) 7” 12 page gift albums
Premium engagement portrait session
First $75 of prints or digital images free!

Diamond package

$2,900

Unlimited coverage on wedding day
Up to 2 locations
4 hours coverage on rehearsal day
12” 30 page bridal album
(2) – 7” 24 page gift albums
DVD slide show with music
Premium engagement portrait session
First $100 of prints or digital images free!

$750

4 hours coverage, 2 locations
$75 each additional hour
7” 24 page album
First $50 of prints or digital images free!

Gold package

$1,150

6 hours coverage, 2 locations
$75 each additional hour
12” 15 page album
Special portrait session
First $75 of prints or digital images free!

Platinum package

$1,850

Unlimited coverage on Ceremony day
Up to 2 locations
Premium portrait session
12” 15 page album
(2) - 7” 12 page gift albums
First $100 of prints or digital images free!

See “À La Carte Price List” for prices of
prints and digital images such as those
included in the packages.

